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Abstract
Yb doped fibers are used widely in applications requiring high beam quality and efficiency. A detrimental phenomenon,
photodarkening, is known to reduce the efficiency of fiber devices under some operating conditions, and in extreme cases
to prevent lasing altogether. Photodarkening manifests as an incrementally increasing spectrally broad transmission loss in
the Yb doped core of a fiber, and it is caused by the exposure to pump- or signal photons.
This work focused on development of methods to benchmark fibers for photodarkening, and to develop methods to study
the temporal and spatial characteristics of photodarkening. A measurement method for conducting benchmarking and
spectral studies on single-mode fibers was developed, and a similar alternative method was developed for large-mode-area
fibers. Both approaches were studied experimentally and by simulations. Additionally, an experimental setup was built to
study the spatial photodarkening differences in large-mode-area fibers. Observations agreed with the simulated results.
Photodarkening rate was found to have a repeatable spectral response with fibers of similar but varying compositions,
and the photodarkening induced temporal transmission loss was found to follow a stretched-exponential decay rate, and a
bi-exponential decay rate. Photodarkening was found to be proportional to the inversion of a fiber sample; and also to have
a 7th power dependency to inversion; and more generally, to have a 7th power dependency to the excited state Yb ion
density.
The methodology obtained through this work enable benchmarking of Yb doped single-mode and large-mode-area fibers.
The observed excited state ion density dependency to the photodarkening rate has strong implications to Yb fiber devices,
as a given fiber may photodarken with a high rate in one application (having a higher inversion), and non-measurably in
another application (having a lower inversion).
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1 Introduction
Yb doped fiber lasers and amplifiers are an interesting and viable
choice for many applications ranging from materials processing to
wavelength conversion. Many sources with 1.0-1.1 µm wavelength
range are commercially available, such as kW continuous wave (CW)
sources [1,2], lower power CW lasers [3], ns regime pulse width
sources [4,5], and shorter pulse width sources from ps down to fs
regime [6,7]. Further applications can be covered with wavelength
conversion for example to green or UV [8-10]. Such devices,
particularly devices using fibers with double cladding (DC) structures,
have shown increasing peak and average powers, and the limitations of
fiber based systems are continuously pushed forward [11,12].
The reliability of Yb fiber laser systems is a sum of many
variables, and this thesis focuses on a specific detrimental phenomenon,
namely photodarkening (PD), that may affect the Yb doped core of the
fiber laser or amplifier. In particular this thesis focuses on the
methodology of measuring and benchmarking PD from fibers of
different geometries. The goal of PD studies is to increase the PD
resistance of the doped fibers, and for this purpose a repeatable method
to compare different fibers of varying compositions is required. The
principal goal of this work was to develop a method for characterizing
the PD propensity of fiber samples, and to obtain the results fast. The
study of the driving mechanism behind PD became a subsequent goal
9

of this work in order to further understand the implications of the PD
under different applications.
Since the work on this thesis was begun, knowledge on PD of
Yb doped fibers has increased significantly. Prior to the early work
described in this dissertation PD of Yb doped fibers was not widely
acknowledged as a potential problem, and no reports existed on the
spectral and temporal behavior of Yb doped fibers, with the exception
of the observed unsaturable absorption in Yb doped fibers induced by
the pump wavelength by Paschotta et al. in 1997 [13]. The systematic
documented work on PD of Yb doped fibers was started in as late as
2005 [14], and during the writing of this dissertation multiple groups
are actively studying the PD mechanism, as discussed later.
This dissertation begins with an introduction to rare-earth (RE)
doped optical fibers under section 2, and continues with a review of the
on-going discussion on the mechanisms of PD in Yb doped fibers under
section 3. The further sections describe the results and methodology of
this dissertation, with section 4 describing the spectral properties of PD,
section 5 describing the temporal characteristics of PD, and section 6
describing the inversion behavior in core and cladding pumping
measurements, information on which the prior investigations were
based upon. Finally, in section 7, the implications of PD to different
fiber laser or amplifier applications is discussed, followed with the
summary in section 8.
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2 Rare-earth doped optical fibers
Optical fibers made from glass for transmission of telecommunication
signals were first experimented in the 1960’s, and within just a more
than a decade the first low loss (0.47 dB/km) optical fiber was realized
in the laboratories of NTT and Fujikura Cable [15]. During the same
time first demonstrations of RE doping to silica fiber were done, as the
first Nd3+ silica fiber amplifier was demonstrated already in 1964 [16],
followed soon by the first silica fiber laser doped with Er3+-Yb3+ in
1965 [17]. The first major application for the rare-earth doped optical
fibers, erbium doped fiber amplifier (EDFA), emerged when optical
fibers were already used for telecommunications, and a method to
increase the transmission distance was required. The chemical vapor
deposition process used for the low loss silica optical fiber
manufacturing was modified to enable doping of RE ions to low
transmission loss glass [18,19], and quite soon research groups at the
University of Southampton and the AT&T Bell Laboratories
developed, practically at the same time, the first EDFAs [20,21]. From
EDFAs the use of optical fibers as amplifying media have broadened to
medical, defense, and industrial applications, with optical output
powers extending from the mW telecommunications range to the
multiple tens of kW range for materials processing [1].

11

2.1

Characteristics of amplifying optical fibers

Silica optical fibers typically consist of a doped glass core, a silica
cladding, and a second (outer) cladding surrounding the silica cladding.
The glass core has the highest refractive index in order to enable singleor multimode light propagation, while the cladding refractive index is
lower. In double clad (DC) fibers the outer cladding has the lowest
refractive index in order to propagate high numerical aperture (NA)
pump light in the cladding, subsequently absorbing the pump light to
the core doped with the active rare-earth. The cladding cross section of
a doped fiber is typically non-round, as shown in Fig. 2.1, to enhance
cladding propagating pump light absorption to the core [22-24].

A

B

n1

n1

n2

n2

n3

n3

Figure 2.1. Cross section examples of two amplifying optical fibers.
A) Hexagonal cladding shape. B) D-shaped cladding. Core has the
highest refractive index n1, cladding has the second highest refractive
index n2 (typically silica), and outer cladding has the lowest refractive
index n3. Core of an amplifying fiber is typically doped with some rareearth ion(s) and solubility enhancing co-dopants such as Al, or P, or
Ge [25-28].
12

2.1.1

Numerical aperture and V-number

The core refractive index n1 and the cladding refractive index n2 define
the acceptance angle or the numerical aperture (NA) of the fiber. The
core refractive index difference dn is n1 - n2. The NA of the core (and
more generally of a fiber waveguide) can be calculated from the index
difference [29]:

NA = n12 − n 22 ≈ 2n1 dn,

(2.1)

for instances where dn <<n1, which is typical for weakly guided optical
fibers [30]. The cladding NA can be derived using the same principle
by using the cladding refractive index n2 and the outer cladding
refractive n3, respectively.
The numerical aperture can be used to define the normalized
frequency or V number of a waveguide [30]:

V =

2π

λ

aNA ,

(2.2)

where a is the core radius of the fiber, and λ is the wavelength in
vacuum. The cut-off for single-mode radiation is at V=2.405, meaning
that at higher V number the fiber is multimoded, whereas at smaller V
numbers the fiber is single-moded. Typical single-mode fibers exhibit a
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V of 1.8 to 2.4 at the designed wavelength [31]. The large-mode-area
fibers used in many amplifying fibers are few- or multimoded, and
have larger V numbers. For example the 30 µm core fiber with an NA
of 0.07 used in Publication V yields a V number of 6.2 at the
wavelength of 1.064 µm.

2.1.2

Cross sections

Cross sections define the radiation emission and absorption
probabilities of ions and atoms, and are used in the modeling of rareearth doped fibers. For a given incoming light intensity I at a
predetermined wavelength the absorption and emission cross sections
(σa and σe, respectively) define the absorbed power Pabs and the emitted
power Pem:

Pabs = σ a I

,

Pem = σ e I

.

(2.3)

(2.4)

Cross sections can be estimated using Einstein’s A and B coefficients
for stimulated emission and absorption, and spontaneous emission. The
results given by this approach are, however, typically inaccurate,
resulting in errors of at least 25% when calculating the emission cross
sections from the measured absorption cross sections [32]. A more
accurate method of estimating or calculating the cross sections was
14

derived by McCumber [33]. McCumber assumed that each Stark level
manifold occupation follows the Bose-Einstein-Planck distribution. By
also assuming that the time required to establish a thermal distribution
within each manifold is short compared to the lifetime of said manifold,
the frequency ν dependent emission and absorption cross sections are
related by

σ e (ν ) = σ a (ν ) exp[(ε − hν ) / kT ] ,

(2.5)

where k is the Bolzmann constant, T is the absolute temperature, ε is the
temperature-dependent excitation energy (i.e. the mean transition
energy between the manifolds), and h is the Planck constant. The above
equation implies that the emission and absorption cross sections have
the same value at only one frequency. Consequently, at lower
wavelengths the absorption cross section is always higher than the
emission cross section, and at wavelengths above the crossing point the
emission cross section is higher than the absorption cross section.

2.1.3

Excited state lifetime

Excited ions mainly decay to a lower energy state either by a phonon
(nonradiative) process or a photon (radiative) process [34]. The total
excited state lifetime τ of the ion can be expressed

15

1

τ

=

1

τ nr

+

1

τr ,

(2.6)

where τnr is the nonradiative lifetime and τr is the radiative lifetime. The
radiative lifetime is derived from the fluorescence decay of the ion
from an energy level to all the energy levels below. The nonradiative
lifetime describes the phonon assisted transitions from the excited state
to lower energy levels. The nonradiative lifetime is dependent on the
number of phonons required to bridge the gap from the excited energy
level to the nearest below energy level [35]. The higher the number of
phonons required, the less probable the transition becomes. The glass
(or crystal) host also influences the number of phonons required, as the
phonon energies are host dependent. In silica glasses dopants such as
for example aluminum or phosphorus can be used to modify the
phonon energies of the host [36-38].
The radiative lifetime can also be calculated, if the emission
cross section is known. The equation was derived by McCumber, and
yields a radiative lifetime of [33]

1

τr

=

8πn 2
ν 2σ em (ν )dν ,
c2 ∫

(2.7)

where n is the refractive index of the material, and c is the velocity of
light in vacuum.
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2.1.4

Inversion

To define inversion we consider a population of ions that can populate
three energy levels, see Fig. 2.2. The transition from level 1 to 3
corresponds to the wavelength or energy of the incident pump light flux

φp, with an absorption cross section of σp. The transition from level 3 to
2 is assumed to be nonradiative, and to have a transition rate of

Γ32=1/τ32, where τ32 is the lifetime of the transition.

The stimulated

transition from level 2 to level 1 is radiative, and corresponds to the
wavelength or energy of the signal light flux φs with an emission cross
section of σp. The transition rate of said emission is shown as Γ21=1/τ21,
where τ21 is the lifetime of the transition. The population of each level
is given by N1, N2, and N3.

N3

3

Γ32

N2

2
φ pσ p

1

φsσs

Γ21

N1

Figure 2.2. Three energy level system. Stimulated absorption and
emission shown with line arrows. Spontaneous decay (radiative and
nonradiative) shown with dashed arrows.
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In simplified models like this the population inversion is
typically defined as a state, in which the majority of the ion population
is in the excited state, i.e. higher energy level, enabling amplification of
the signal radiation. The rate equations of the population changes can
be written using the above definitions [34]:

dN 3
= −Γ32 N 3 + ( N1 − N 3 )φ pσ p
,
dt

(2.8)

dN 2
= −Γ21 N 2 + Γ32 N 3 + ( N 2 − N1 )φ sσ s
dt
,

(2.9)

dN1
= Γ21 N 2 − ( N1 − N 3 )φ pσ p + ( N 2 − N1 )φ sσ s
dt
.

(2.10)

The total population N is simply

N = N1 + N 2 + N 3

.

(2.11)

In a steady state situation all the time derivatives will be zero (and thus
equal). In typical lasing media the transition rate from level 3 to level 2
can be assumed to be high, in practice reducing N3 to zero. With these
assumptions one can derive from Equations 2.8-2.11 the population
inversion N2-N1:

18

N 2 − N1 =

φ pσ p − Γ21
N,
Γ21 + 2φ sσ s + φ pσ p
,

(2.12)

which subsequently becomes inversion fraction when divided with N.
The model used in the Liekki Application Designer (and thus in
the results of Publications II-V) takes into account the different values
of absorption and emission cross sections for each wavelength. Due to
the differences in the emission and absorption cross sections gain can
be achieved with less than half of the ions in the excited state. Liekki
Application Designer defines the inversion as the fraction of ions in the
upper energy level, i.e. N2/N.

2.2

Manufacturing of rare-earth doped fibers

The general process for manufacturing a rare-earth doped fiber consists
of manufacturing the core, refining the core into a preform, and
drawing the preform to a fiber [34].
Rare-earth doped core can be manufactured using various
methods, for example with modified chemical vapour deposition
(MCVD) and solution doping, outside vapor deposition (OVD), direct
nanoparticle deposition (DND), or MCVD and atomic layer deposition
(ALD) [39-43]. All methods have in common that first small, submillimeter silica particles (called soot) are generated, either by
19

hydrolysis (for example OVD) or oxidation (for example MCVD,
DND) of precursors. Silica soot is either formed with the required
dopants, or the dopants are added to the soot in a subsequent process
step such as solution doping or ALD. Soot can be further treated for
example in increased temperature and controlled atmosphere to reduce
impurities and water [34]. The dehydration is often required, as most
rare-earth chlorides (typically used as precursors) are hydrated. Silica
soot is then sintered to glass, i.e. raised to a temperature where the
small silica particles are bonded together by solid-state diffusion [44],
and collapsed into a rod. The preform has the same core/cladding ratio
and geometry as the fiber. Due to this the rod can then be sleeved with
one or multiple glass tubes to form the preform.
The last step in fiber manufacturing is the fiber drawing. The
preform is placed vertically into an oven at the top of a fiber draw
tower. Typical oven temperature range for silica fiber drawing is 19502200 ºC [45]. The preform is heated from one end until the glass melts,
and the preform starts elongating rapidly due to gravity. By starting
with the elongated end the fiber is then pulled to its designed diameter
using rollers at the bottom of the tower. The height of the drawing
tower enables the fiber to cool down and be coated with a polymer
prior to the spooling at the bottom of the tower. The diameter of the
fiber can be optically measured during the draw, and the fiber diameter
can be controlled by varying the preform feeding rate, oven
temperature, and pull velocity.

20

2.3

Applications of rare-earth doped fibers

Rare-earth doped fibers are used typically as amplifiers or lasers. As
discussed earlier, EDFA was the breakthrough application for doped
active fibers. EDFAs are typically core pumped, i.e. the pump light is
coupled to the rare-earth fiber as single-mode radiation propagating in
the core of the fiber [21,20]. With core pumping the output power of
the system is limited by the availability of single-mode pump sources.
Alternative method of coupling the pump power to the doped fiber is
by using double clad fiber, in which multimode pump light can
propagate in both the core and the cladding parts of the fiber, enabling
higher pump power. Power scaling of the rare-earth fibers started with
the diode cladding pumping of a fiber with a Nd3+ doped core [46]. As
diode brightness and efficiency have increased, the brightness and
output powers of fiber lasers and amplifiers have increased as well. For
high power applications the Yb3+ fibers have been particularly
interesting due to the high efficiency that is primarily due to the low
quantum defect when pumped near the 976 nm absorption peak [47].
The applications of the rare-earth doped lasers and amplifiers range
from telecommunications to materials processing and wavelength
conversion [1-7].
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3 Photodarkening in ytterbium doped
fibers
PD manifests as a gradually increasing spectrally broad transmission
loss in the Yb doped core of a fiber. PD can be attributed to the
formation

of

color

centers

or

other

light-induced

structural

deformations in the doped glass core [48]. While most of the excess
loss is induced at visible wavelengths, a significant amount of PD may
also be present at the near-infrared (IR) signal and pump wavelengths.
The PD process is driven largely by the energy of signal and pump
photons causing optical losses in the doped core only; the process is
thus distinguishable from other detrimental effects, such as polymer
coating damage (causing cladding propagating pump light losses) or
glass radiation damage from high-energy particles (forming without
interaction with signal or pump photons).
Typically, high-power fiber devices are realized with DC, largemode-area (LMA) fibers (i.e., large core diameter and low numerical
aperture, NA). The relatively long application lengths of DC fibers,
particularly when compared to bulk crystals, are beneficial in spreading
the induced heat load over a larger area to volume ratio [49]. LMA
fibers are of interest because the resultant decrease in irradiance at a
given power level (or decrease in fluence at a given pulse energy)
mitigates optical damage and increases the threshold for undesirable
nonlinear processes. In addition, the length of the doped LMA fiber
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may be shortened by increasing the core/cladding area ratio and/or by
increasing the Yb concentration, resulting in higher pump absorption.
For many applications, shortening the length of the Yb-doped fiber is
highly beneficial, for example, in reducing nonlinearities in high-peakpower amplifiers [50]. On the other hand, higher concentrations and/or
higher pumping rates have been associated with deleterious effects, the
most troublesome of which is the phenomenon of PD, generally
acknowledged as a process that can potentially limit both the efficiency
and lifetime of Yb-doped fiber devices. Reduction, or preferably
elimination, of this damage mechanism would greatly enhance the
prospects for development and fielding of practical fiber lasers and
amplifiers in applications requiring predictable performance in longterm

operational

settings.

To

achieve

this

goal,

meaningful

characterization tools, as well as better understanding of the PD
phenomenon, must be developed.
Photodarkening of rare-earth doped fibers has been reported for
many different glasses doped with, for example, Tm3+, Ce3+, Pr3+, Eu2+,
Tb3+and Yb3+ [13,51-55]. The PD was typically attributed to a
multistep multiphoton absorption process, wherein a single RE ion is
excited to a high energy state, and a UV photon is likely emitted and
subsequently absorbed, forming a color center via a glass ionization
process. In the case of Yb, the mechanism behind PD remains largely
unexplained, and several possibilities have been presented. Yoo et al.
[56] used a CW 488 nm light source to induce excess loss in doped
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aluminosilicate fibers and observed a spectroscopic peak at 220 nm,
which was attributed to Yb-associated oxygen deficiency centers
(ODC). Based on comparisons with measurements on Yb-free fiber
samples, it was suggested that these centers could act as precursors of
PD in Yb-doped aluminosilicate fibers. Engholm et al. presented results
supporting the formation of Yb2+ ions in the glass matrix from Yb3+
through a charge transfer process, resulting in free holes that can act as
precursors for color centers [57]. A similar observation was reported
earlier by Guzman Chávez et al. [58], who suggested the potential
formation of Yb2+ in a process involving interaction of Yb3+-Yb3+ pairs
or even more complicated ion clusters. There have also been
indications that fibers with lower Al and/or higher Yb concentrations
exhibited increased PD [59,60], whereas Yb-doped phosphosilicate
fibers, which are known to provide high solubility to Yb ions and thus
exhibit less clustering, showed greater PD resistance [61]. Previous
work has also shown the PD process to be either partially or fully
reversible in many cases. Methods used to bleach PD have included
temperature annealing [62], exposure to UV and visible light [58,63],
and oxygen loading [56]. More recently PD has also been shown to
bleach by the pump power itself [64].
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4 Spectral properties of photodarkening
Photodarkening in Yb doped fibers has characteristic properties in both
spectral and temporal domain. The spectral properties may give
indications to the underlying physical phenomena, and can be used for
example in comparing and benchmarking fibers for PD. The spectral
properties of PD were studied mainly in publication I, and some of the
findings were originally presented in a conference [14].

4.1

Measurement method

Measurements of the PD spectra were studied using a measurement
setup illustrated in Fig. 4.1. A typical measurement consisted of first
measuring the transmission of the fiber sample using the white light
source and the spectrum analyzer, after which the single-mode fiber
coupled pump diode was used to photodarken the Yb doped fiber
sample. The transmission of the photodarkened sample was measured,
and the induced excess loss spectra was calculated by taking into
account the sample length. The inversion level of the fiber was
repeatable between samples due to inversion saturation, as described
later under section 6.
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Figure 4.1. Measurement setup for PD characterization. The white light
source (WLS) can be used to measure the fiber sample prior and after
PD. PD is induced by illuminating the sample with a single-mode pump
diode. Probe laser can be used to measure in real time the increased
loss at the probe laser wavelength. Wavelength division multiplexers
(WDM) can be used to separate and combine different wavelengths.

4.2

Results

Two typical excess loss spectra after 30 minutes of pump illumination
are shown in Fig. 4.2. Highest loss is induced at visible wavelengths,
but the absorption tail reaches to the IR region of interest in Yb doped
fiber applications. Spectral shape of the induced loss at visible and IR
was later studied by multiple groups, and the results are mainly in
agreement with the presented work [58,62-65].
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Figure 4.2. Typical PD induced excess loss spectra ranging from visible
to IR. The two curves represent two different measurement points of
fibers with dissimilar Yb ion concentration. Data in the 900-1000nm
window was below the detector noise floor.
As seen from the typical measurement data the shape of the
induced loss between the fibers is similar. It is also evident that the
signal to noise ratio of the spectral loss is higher at the visible
wavelengths than at the 1 µm wavelength range, that is of interest to Yb
fiber applications. Assuming the spectral shape between samples is
similar, the induced loss at signal wavelength should correlate to the
loss at shorter wavelengths. This was studied by measuring 22 different
Yb doped aluminosilicate glass compositions, with approximately two
measurements per composition. The wavelength of 633 nm was chosen
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to be the reference wavelength due to the possibility of later using a
HeNe laser probe laser in temporal measurements. Results of the test
series are shown in Fig. 4.3. The PD induced excess loss had a clear
correlation between the wavelengths of 633nm and the average over
1040-1070nm, and the slope averaged over the test data suggests an
approximately 71 times higher induced loss at 633 nm than at the signal
wavelength.

Figure 4.3. PD induced losses at wavelengths of 633 nm and the signal
wavelength 1040-1070 nm.
The spectral shape of PD induced loss is derived from multiple
factors: the types of color center(s) formed (spectral shape, absorption
cross section), and the fractions of different loss sites in the glass. If
there were multiple types of color centers in the glass, the formation
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kinetics and the time and inversion used to induce the PD loss would
play a role in defining the fraction of different sites. Although the
spectral shape was relatively constant within the presented data it is
likely that glasses with vastly different constituents (for example using
co-dopants such as Ge, P, or Al) and structure would exhibit a different
spectral response in a PD measurement, as the data in [65] suggests.
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5 Temporal characteristics of
photodarkening
The temporal dynamics of PD in Yb doped fibers were the main theme
of publications II and III. The key hypothesis was that the rate of PD is
driven by the inversion level of the fiber sample. The hypothesis was
based on the observation that by fully inverting the fiber under test the
rate of PD was no longer dependent on the pump intensity [66], which
one would not expect from for example a multi-photon absorption
process similar to the observed PD of Tm3+ or Tb3+ [52,53]. By
studying the evolution of the induced loss as functions of time and
inversion some further knowledge of the physical process underlying
the PD phenomena can be uncovered, and conclusions can be drawn for
the implications of the PD process to different fiber applications.

5.1

Measurement method

The PD rate results shown in this thesis were measured using the
cladding pumping method shown in Fig. 5.1. The measurements were
conducted by using a core coupled 633 nm HeNe probe laser, and by
measuring the transmission change of the probe laser during the
exposure of the fiber sample to cladding propagating pump light. The
cladding propagating signal and pump light were stripped using a
single-clad single-mode fiber. Further spectral filtering was used to
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separate the core propagating pump and probe beams. The analysis of
the results required obtaining the inversion value of the fiber sample.
The inversion levels of the fiber samples were simulated, following the
methodology described under section 6 Inversion behavior in
photodarkening measurements. The probe laser wavelength was chosen
in order to be able to correlate measured losses to the signal
wavelengths as demonstrated under section 4.

Figure 5.1. Cladding pumping method used to measure PD rate in Yb
doped fiber samples. Multimode pumps are coupled via the multimode
coupler (MMC) used to induce inversion in the sample, and the
transmission through the core can be measured with a WLS or a probe
laser by using a spectrum analyzer or a power meter, respectively.
The initial finding of the measurements was that the rate of PD
is strongly dependent on the inversion of the fiber sample, as shown in
Fig 5.2. In fact, the results of the measurements showed a higher
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inversion to rate dependency than what was anticipated. Due to this,
care was taken to remove or identify possible error sources such as
temperature effects or probe laser / detector drift by for example
cooling the fiber sample. The measurement results were observed not to
follow an exponential decay rate, which was expected based on the
existing literature on PD observed in glasses doped with other RE ions
[51,53]. The first analysis of the results presented here were conducted
using a stretched exponential function [67], as described in detail under
section 5.2. As the stretched exponential function is typically described
to be an exponential function with a temporally varying decay rate, it is
difficult or impossible to get a meaningful physical explanation for the
observed behavior. To overcome this shortcoming a more thorough
study of the results was conducted using a bi-exponential function for
curve fitting as described under section 5.3, that yields two exponential
functions of different amplitude and fraction for the PD rate.
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Figure 5.2. Measured 633 nm probe transmission through a singlemode fiber sample while cladding pumped to varying inversion levels
(from 27% to 55% in the top to bottom order).

5.2

Data analysis with a stretched exponential
function

The PD transmission data from two different fibers and with several
induced inversion levels were measured using the setup described in
Fig. 5.1. For each transmission measurement, the normalized, timedependent probe transmission (T) was fitted with a stretched
exponential function [67]
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  t β 
T (t ) = A exp−    + (1 − A),
  τ  

(5.1)

where (1-A) is the steady state transmission, β is the stretch parameter
(0 ≤ β ≤ 1), t is time, and τ is the PD time constant for each
measurement. The fitting was done using the least-squares method, and
the parameters that gave the best agreement with the measured data
were β = 0.675, and A = 0.99 for Fiber #1 and β = 0.65 and A = 0.98
for Fiber #2. Using the same fitting values for both fibers does not
significantly influence the results. The best-fit parameters above were
used for all data handling of the corresponding fiber results in the data
analysis.
Figure 5.3 shows a log-log plot of the inverse of the PD time
constant as a function of the inversion level. The linearity of the data
points suggests that the initial PD rate (the inverse of the PD time
constant) is an exponential function of inversion (I), namely
1

1
∝ I n ⇒ log  ∝ n log( I ).
τ
τ 

(5.2)

The slope n of the linear fit is approximately 7 for both fibers, i.e.,
based on the results, the initial PD rate has a seventh-order dependence
of the inversion level.
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Figure 5.3. Stretched exponential time constants of two different fiber
samples as a function of inversion. Both measurements show a slope of
approximately seven.

The fiber samples were of similar aluminosilicate glass
composition, however, they had different Yb concentrations. The data
shown in Fig. 5.3 can be re-plotted as a function of the Yb excited-state
number density [Yb*], which is the inversion multiplied by the Yb
concentration, as shown in Fig. 5.4. Plotted in this manner, the results
for the two fibers are identical within experimental error. This result
shows that, for the glass composition of these fibers, the initial PD rate
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is determined exclusively by the number density of excited Yb ions, not
by Yb concentration or pump level, with a seventh-order dependence
on [Yb*].

Figure 5.4. Stretched exponential time constants of the two fiber
samples as a function of excited ion number density.

5.3

Data analysis with a bi-exponential function

The measurement data used under section 5.2 was analyzed further
using a bi-exponential function. The analysis was based on the
measured transmittance and its relationship to the concentration of
color centers formed by the PD process. The transmitted probe-laser
intensity (I) is given by Beer’s Law:
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I =I i e −σNL ,

(5.3)

where Ii is the incident intensity, σ is the absorption cross section of the
color center (at the probe wavelength), N is the concentration of color
centers, and L is the sample length. The concentration of color centers
is known to vary with time and is presumed to reach a final
concentration level (Nf).
Consider now a mechanism that exhibits a multi-exponential
time dependence (i.e., multiple time constants) for n pathways. The
time-dependent concentration of color centers is then given by:

n

N (t ) = N f (1 − ∑ ci e − t / τ i ),

(5.4)

i =1

where the coefficient ci is the amplitude of process i with time constant

τi, and

n

∑c

i

= 1.

(5.5)

i =1

Equations (5.4) and (5.5) assume that the various pathways lead to the
same final state, which is reasonable in light of our previous
observation of similar loss spectra in various fibers that have undergone
PD, as discussed under section 4.
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In general, the signal incident on the detector may include
residual pump light propagating in the core (part of which may reach
the power meter even after spectral filtering) and probe light
propagating in the inner cladding of the fiber (which experiences very
little attenuation within the gain fiber before reaching the detector). The
following equations take these contributions into account: we define f
as the fraction of pump light propagating in the core of the fiber and P
as the residual pump light. The measured signal (Inorm(t)) normalized to
the initial signal present on the detector (I0) is given by:

I norm (t )=

I (t ) I i fe −σN (t ) L (1 − f ) I i + P
=
+
.
I0
Ii + P
Ii + P

(5.6)

Consider the case of two first-order processes [n = 2 in Eq. (5.4)]. By
expanding Eqs. (5.4) and (5.6) and grouping parameters, the
normalized intensity following the bi-exponential growth of N(t) is
given by:

I norm (t )= C1 (e − C2 (1−C3e

− C 4t

− (1− C3 ) e − C 5 t )

where
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− 1) + 1,

(5.7)

C1 =

Ii f
,
Ii + P

C 2 = σN f L,
C 3 = c1,

(5.8)

C4 = 1/τ 1 ,
C5 = 1 / τ 2 .
Equation (5.7) has 5 adjustable parameters, and obtaining a good fit to
the data would not be strong evidence that this equation is uniquely
suited to describing the PD process. We can use physical arguments,
however, to constrain many of the parameters. We can first set C1 = 1
assuming that there is no probe light propagating in the cladding,
residual pump light, or detector offset: we estimate that such effects
contribute at most 10% to the total signal and can thus be neglected at
first. Second, C2 contains constants that should not vary from sample to
sample of the same fiber or between fibers of similar composition; thus,
C2 can be assumed constant for a given fiber type and was therefore not
varied in fitting the various PD curves recorded at different pump
powers. Similarly, C3 which reflects the relative amplitudes of the two
pathways, is also expected to remain constant for a given fiber type.
With these assumptions, we are left with just two adjustable
parameters; after establishing values for C2 and C3, only C4 and C5 (i.e.,
the two first-order rate constants: one fast and one slow) were varied to
fit each PD decay curve.
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The inversion to PD rate results of both fibers are shown in
Fig. 5.5. The data from both fibers had similar constant values
(C2,3),which was not surprising after the similar constant values
obtained from the stretched exponential fitting. The slopes of both fast
and slow PD rates were within 7 ± 1, yielding a similar result as
obtained from the stretched exponential data analysis, with the
exception that the bi-exponential results can be interpreted to be caused
by two parallel mechanisms following exponential functions of
different amplitude and rate. The relative amplitudes of the two
pathways are ~4:1 for both fibers, favoring the slow process, and the
rate constants differ by a factor of ~10.
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Figure 5.5. Measured fast and slow PD rate constants for fiber #1 (top
and fiber #2 (bottom) as a function of inversion. The slope values are
within 7±1.
The data shown in Fig. 5.5 was re-plotted taking into account
the ion density of each sample. The resulting PD rate correlation with
the excited Yb ion density [Yb*] is shown in Fig. 5.6.
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Figure 5.6. Measured fast and slow PD rates for both fiber #1 and fiber
#2 as a function of excited Yb ion number density. The slopes
correspond to the same slopes as in Fig. 5.5.
The analysis supports the findings of the stretched exponential
case, i.e. with similar glass compositions the PD rate is controlled by a
single parameter, [Yb*], and the PD time constants followed a simple
power law, and were proportional to ~[Yb*]7.
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6 Inversion behavior in photodarkening
measurements
In PD measurements the control of inversion in the fiber sample is
essential for the interpretation of the results, the reproducibility of the
measurements, and the temporal characteristics of the measurement.
The inversion behavior in PD measurements was the principal theme of
publication IV. Two cases are considered, the core pumping method
and the cladding pumping method, illustrated in Figs. 4.1 and 5.1,
respectively. The results are based on numerical simulations, and
examples of measurement data for specific simulation cases are
presented.
All simulations described in this thesis were done using a
commercially available fiber simulation tool, Liekki Application
Designer v4.0, and the cross section data (shown in Fig. 6.1) based on
measurements of aluminosilicate Yb doped fibers conducted at Liekki
Oy.
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Figure 6.1. Absorption and emission cross section data used to obtain
the presented simulation results.

6.1

Inversion in core pumped measurements

The inversion profile of a core-pumped sample was simulated as a
function of pump power, sample length, Yb ion concentration, and
pump wavelength for a 4 µm core diameter fiber. The average inversion
over the whole sample and the standard deviation of the inversion were
calculated from the simulated inversion profiles. The inversion data
was obtained for each longitudinal simulation point. Each longitudinal
inversion point is the average of the radial inversion, and in cases
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where the inversion is defined to be flat (i.e. <1% standard deviation
over the length of the sample) also the radial inversion profile was
confirmed to be flat. Fig. 6.2 illustrates how the inversion of a 10 cm
core-pumped sample saturates with increasing pump power at two
different pump wavelengths. The inversion level of a fiber changes
very little with increased pump power when the inversion is flat. Due to
the short sample length and the high brightness of the pump the
amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) contribution to the inversion is
small.

Figure 6.2. Inversion in a core pumped 10 cm sample of 4 µm core
diameter fiber.
A general view of the influence of pump wavelength is shown
in Fig. 6.3, where each point represents the average inversion of a
particular sample length irradiated with 250 mW of pump light. The
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saturation level of inversion follows approximately the ratio of the
absorption and emission cross sections at the pump wavelength. The
longer samples at 920 nm show a decreased average inversion. The
pump power used was not high enough to saturate the inversion in
those data points, and the inversion profiles of the simulated fiber
samples were not flat.

Figure 6.3. Inversion in 4 µm core diameter with varying sample
lengths and pump wavelengths.
The scalability of the core pumping method to larger core
diameters is shown in Fig. 6.4, where the simulated pump power
required for inversion saturation of a 10 cm sample is illustrated for
two different pump wavelengths. The simulations were done using the
typical parameters listed above. The pump power required to saturate a
core pumped sample increases as the core diameter increases, but the
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required fluence is constant. This limits the core size of a practical
benchmarking measurement to approximately 9 µm (920 nm pump)
and 18µm (976 nm pump) with 500 mW of coupled pump power.
Practical limitations such as splice losses between dissimilar fibers and
the availability of high brightness pumps further limit the core
diameters, making the core pumping method suitable mostly to singlemode and few moded fibers up to 10 to 15 µm diameter when using the
976 nm pump wavelength.
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Figure 6.4. Limits of core pumping method. The inversion saturation in
the core pumping method is achieved with lower irradiance when
pumped close to the pump absorption peak at 976 nm.
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To highlight the key properties of the core pumping setup PD
experiments were conducted using a setup similar to shown in Fig. 4.1.
The measurements were done using a 974 nm fiber coupled pump and a
fiber coupled HeNe probe laser operating at 633 nm wavelength. In the
first set of experiments, illustrated in Fig. 6.5, the fiber length of each
sample was chosen to be 50 cm. The coupled pump power of each
sample was different (from 30 to 70 mW), and the simulated inversion
profiles are shown in the inset of the figure. The rate and degree of PD
differ significantly between the pump powers within the duration of the
experiment. This was attributed to the dissimilar inversion profiles of
each pumped fiber. As pump power was increased, a longer length of
the fiber sample was saturated to the high inversion level of ~50%. In
essence, only the sample length that was under high inversion was
varied by changing the coupled pump power.
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Figure 6.5. Measured normalized probe transmission (HeNe laser at
633 nm) as a function of time for 50 cm fiber samples. Inset: simulated
inversion profiles of each sample.
Measurements conducted to the 50 cm samples indicated the
importance of a proper sample length when benchmarking or studying
fibers using the core pumping method. A second set of measurements
was done to shorter samples of 10 cm each. The resulting normalized
probe transmissions are illustrated in Fig. 6.6, and the simulated
inversion profiles for the fibers are shown in the inset. The principal
finding of the data is, that as the inversion profile of the fiber is
saturated (inversion profile same for all coupled pump powers) the rate
of PD is constant between the samples within experimental error.
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Figure 6.6. Measured normalized probe transmission (HeNe laser
operating at 633 nm) as a function of time for 10 cm fiber samples.
Inset: simulated inversion profiles are all shown, but overlap.

6.2

Inversion in cladding pumped measurements

As stated earlier the core pumping method can readily be applied only
to measurements of fibers of limited core diameter. To readily achieve
a flat inversion in fibers with core diameters larger than 10-15 µm, a
different approach of inducing the inversion is required. Cladding
pumping using multimode pump diodes, as shown in Fig. 5.1, fulfills
the requirement. Inversion of a 20 µm core diameter and 400 µm
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cladding diameter was simulated with varied pump powers and two
different pump wavelengths. The resulting inversions are shown in
Fig. 6.7, indicating that a flat inversion is achieved over the whole
range of launched pump power. The achieved inversion is however a
function of the pump irradiance. A typical operational regime for LMA
fibers is far from the intensity thresholds for inversion saturation; 200
kW/cm2 irradiance in a 400 µm diameter fiber translates to
approximately 250 W of pump power, which is feasible but hardly
practical for a benchmarking measurement.

Figure 6.7. Inversion in a cladding pumped 20 µm / 400 µm diameter
core / cladding fiber with varying pump powers and two typical pump
wavelengths.
The pump wavelength dependence of a low irradiance cladding
pumped sample was studied by simulating the inversion profile of a
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fiber sample over a range of pump wavelengths and fiber lengths, as
shown in Fig. 6.8. The plotted inversion is the average inversion of the
fiber sample of a certain length, i.e. the graph does not quantify the
flatness of the inversion profiles. However, the inversion in the samples
was flat within the shown wavelengths and sample lengths.

The

coupled pump power was 5 W, and the core and cladding diameters
were 20 µm and 400 µm, respectively, for the results shown. Due to the
low intensity of the pump light the average inversion is defined mainly
by the absorption cross section. In order to induce a comparable
inversion between different fiber samples one needs to have a
repeatable pump wavelength and coupled pump power to the samples.

Figure 6.8. Inversion induced by the cladding pumping method with
5 W of coupled pump power and 20 µm / 400 µm diameter core /
cladding fiber.
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Experiments that describe one of the key properties of the
cladding pumping method, inversion to the coupled pump power
dependency, were described under section 4. All of the measurements
were conducted to samples of the same length, i.e. 10 cm of fiber. As
the inversion level of the cladding pumped samples is dependent on the
pump irradiance, and the PD rate is sensitive to the achieved inversion
fraction, a set of measurements was done to study the effect of the
sample length to the measurement. Three different lengths (9.5, 23.5,
and 50 cm) were measured, each with two pristine fiber samples of
30/250 µm diameter core/cladding fiber. The results are illustrated in
Fig. 6.9, and the simulated inversion profiles are shown as inset. The
induced transmission losses (measured at 800 nm) are normalized with
the samples lengths in order to obtain comparable data. Two
conclusions can be drawn from the data: the length of the sample has a
significant impact to the induced PD due to the decreased inversion
along the fiber, and to obtain repeatable inversion profiles the sample
lengths need to be constrained to lengths that do not induce significant
ASE, as is the case in the longest sample with decreased inversion
levels at both ends of the sample due to ASE.
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Figure 6.9. Measured transmission of cladding pumped samples of
different lengths, normalized with the sample lengths. Inset: simulated
inversion profiles of the samples. Each length was measured twice with
a pristine fiber sample.
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7 Photodarkening in fiber based lasers
and amplifiers
From the viewpoint of a fiber laser or amplifier manufacturer the goals
for the spectral and the temporal studies of the PD propensity described
in the previous chapters are to be able to compare fibers, and to
estimate the lifetime of a fiber susceptible to PD in varying operating
conditions and applications. The PD rate inversion dependency enables
extrapolation of the implications of PD to different applications. Based
on the experimental results shown under chapter 5 a 7th order inversion
dependency to the PD rate was assumed, and a normalized PD rate
(time constant) was calculated for varying degrees of inversion.
Different applications, ranging from single-mode core pumped
applications to cladding pumped high power (hundreds of Watts) were
simulated, and the range of typical inversions obtained within the fiber
are shown in Fig. 7.1. The figure illustrates the large dynamic range of
the PD process; the lower inversion applications (cladding pumped cw
lasers) typically operate at inversion levels <<10%, which implies that
the fibers could operate without significant degradation for a long time
period even with a core material that is susceptible to some degree of
PD. Core pumped applications, however, exhibit typically a high
inversion that is mainly defined by the pump wavelength, i.e. even cw
laser cavities operate at relatively high inversion levels, and any
susceptibility to PD should be evident as the device is taken to use.
Measurement results made by different groups suggest that the rate is
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dependent on glass composition and possibly manufacturing method
[61,64]. This implies that the PD rate dependency should be
experimentally verified for glasses of different composition or origin
prior to estimating the lifetime based on inversion, application length,
and other factors.

Figure 7.1. Normalized PD time constants for different applications
operating at different inversion regimes, assuming the 7th order
inversion dependency.

7.1

Radial distribution of photodarkening

In PD measurements that aim to benchmark or study the PD properties
of fibers care was taken to induce as flat an inversion profile as possible
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in order to obtain a transmission measurement that was representative
throughout the sample length. In applications the inversion profile is
rarely flat, and typically the inversion is time dependent as is the case
for example in amplifiers operated on pulsed regime. For LMA fibers
operated as spatially single-mode the mode-crunching phenomenon is
of particular interest. As a fiber is bent, the effective refractive index
profile of the fiber changes in a way that the outer edge of the fiber has
a higher refractive index in comparison to the inner edge of the fiber,
and subsequently the field distribution is shifted (or crunched) towards
the outer edge of the bend [68]. This may have repercussions to fibers
susceptibe to PD, as the spatial inversion profile of the fiber is inversely
proportional to the signal power. The inversion behavior was
demonstrated by Hotoleanu et al. [69] by simulations, and Söderlund et
al. by experiments on visible wavelengths [70]. The demonstration of
spatially distributed PD in an LMA fiber laser was the subject of
publication V.
Simulation results for a specific fiber, namely with a 30 µm
core and 0.07 NA, calculated with different coiling diameters are
illustrated in Fig. 7.2. The fundamental mode of the fiber is seen to
shift towards the outer edge of the coiling direction, and as coiling is
increased the mode area is seen to decrease and with the smallest
bending diameter a significant amount of light is seen to leak outside
the core. Simulations were performed using a commercially available
software Liekki Application Designer v3.3.
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Figure 7.2. Simulated fundamental mode intensity profile for a 30 µm
diameter core bent to varying coiling diameters. The dashed line is the
edge of the 30 µm diameter core. Spatial inversion within the core is
inversely proportional to the intensity.
Mode crunching induced PD was studied by measuring coiled
fibers for their signal slope power conversion efficiency (PCE) from
the absorbed pump power. The measurements were conducted by
cleaving both ends of the fiber samples with flat cleaves, and using the
Fresnel reflections as the mirrors for the fiber laser cavity. Output
signal power from both ends was measured, and the non-absorbed
pump power was also measured from the output end of the fiber, as
shown in Fig. 7.3. The experiments were conducted on 30 µm core /
250 µm cladding diameter DC fibers, and the samples were coiled with
diameters of 160 mm, 100 mm, and 47 mm to induce varying levels of
mode crunching and higher order mode discrimination. The pump
absorptions of the fiber samples were between 8-10 dB for the pump
wavelengths of 920 nm and 980 nm, with 5 m and 3 m fiber lengths,
respectively. The core and cladding NA’s were 0.07 and 0.46,
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respectively. The coupled pump power was up to 15 W, and the fiber
laser cavities lased at wavelengths ranging from 1060 to 1080 nm with
a wide emission spectrum. As the smallest coiling diameter induced
significant losses also for the fundamental mode, the PCE values were
normalized with the value of the pristine sample at each coiling
diameter. The PCE values ranged from 35% (small coiling diameters)
to 70% (larger diameters). Apertures were used to filter the signal light
propagating in the cladding in order to measure only the losses to the
signal propagating in the core.

Figure 7.3. Measurement setup to study mode crunching induced PD.
Signal was separated from pump using dichroic filters. Signal power
from both ends of the fiber was measured, and the excess pump power
out of the fiber was measured.
Each measurement consisted of the following steps:
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1) Measuring the signal slope PCE from the absorbed pump of a
pristine fiber sample.
2) Running the fiber laser in CW operation for 180 minutes to
induce PD.
3) Measuring PCE for a 2nd time to verify that the CW lasing
operation had not degraded the efficiency of the part of fiber in
low inversion.
4) Recoiling the fiber to opposite direction to induce the mode
crunching effect to a different part of the core. The fiber ends
were fixed to reference planes during the recoiling, and the
recoiling was done directly from one mandrel to another to
minimize undesirable rotation of the fiber.
5) Measuring PCE for a 3rd time to observe the PD induced
degradation of the region of the core that had high inversion
during CW lasing.
Based on our results we assume that the PCE measurement was fast
enough not to significantly affect the degree of PD in the fiber. We
estimate the error of the resulting PCE values to be ± 3 normalised %units.
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The results from three different fiber samples measured with
different coiling diameters are shown in Fig. 7.4. During the
experiment no significant degradation was observed in the 2nd PCE
measurement, as expected. In the smallest coiling diameter samples the
mode crunching induced PD was observed after re-coiling, and resulted
in a degradation of up to 20% from the original value. More
measurements were conducted using the smallest coiling diameter, as
shown in Fig. 7.5. Both pump wavelengths induced degradation in the
part of fiber under high inversion. The smaller PCE degradation of the
980 nm pump wavelength case is attributed to a shorter sample length
(yielding less total induced loss) and (based on simulations)
approximately the same inversion profile. Sample 2 did not show
significant degradation under the experimental conditions, we suspect
this was due to lower inversion induced by spatially few-moded lasing.
The smallest coiling diameter shows significant mode
crunching, leaving the dark part of the fiber in high inversion, as shown
in Fig. 7.2. During the experiments the only method used to suppress
higher-order modes was the one-directional coiling. Because of this the
lasing in the cavity may have been spatially few-moded, which would
partially suppress the inversion in the region which is shown as dark in
Fig. 7.2. In a case of strictly singlemode operation (e.g in an amplifier
with good launching conditions) we expect the effect to be more
pronounced. To observe the effect one still has to re-coil the fiber in a
way that the modal overlap changes within the core. Based on the
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experimental results and simulations we estimate that the mode
crunching induced PD effect will not be significant in cases where the
core diameter is 30 µm (assuming 0.07 ± 0.01 NA) and the bendinginduced spatial mode shift is smaller than half the modefield diameter
of the fundamental mode. However, in larger diameter low NA fiber
amplifiers that are coiled to near singlemode operation the effect may
be of importance if the same fiber is coiled and re-coiled during
experiments, and the core material of the fiber is susceptible to PD.

Figure 7.4. PCE results normalized to pristine fiber samples for
different coiling diameters.
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Figure 7.5. PCE results normalized to pristine fiber values for two
different pump wavelengths at the smallest coiling diameter.
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8 Summary
Prior to the early work described in this thesis no systematic study was
performed and published on PD of Yb doped fibers. The interest in PD
of Yb doped fibers was based on the need to increase the PD resistance
of the doped fibers, and for this purpose a repeatable method to
compare different fibers of varying compositions was required. The
principal goal of this work was to develop a method for characterizing
the PD propensity of fiber samples, and to obtain the results fast. The
study of the driving mechanism behind PD became a subsequent goal
of this work in order to further understand the implications of the PD in
different applications.
A benchmarking measurement method was developed for singlemode fibers. The measurement method relied on inducing a flat and
repeatable inversion level to the samples by saturating the inversion
level. The loss measurements were conducted spectrally, and it was
shown that the PD benchmarking, comparison, and study could be
performed at shorter wavelengths (for example the HeNe wavelength of
633 nm) to improve the signal-to-noise ratio when compared to
measurements conducted at the signal wavelengths (at 1030-1100 nm).
A method to induce a flat and variable inversion to Yb doped fibers
was developed in order to study the temporal behavior of PD. The
measurements conducted on DC Yb doped fiber samples revealed, that
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the key driver behind PD rate is the inversion level induced in the
doped glass. Two different methods to analyze the decay rate data were
used: the stretched exponential method and the bi-exponential method.
The stretched exponential method gave phenomenological means of
quantifying the PD rate, and the bi-exponential method enabled
describing the PD rate as the result of multiple exponential decay
processes. The resultant PD rate constants can be parameterized in
terms of single variable, the excited-state Yb concentration in the fiber.
In addition to identifying the key controlling variable in PD, this result
implies that a given glass composition can be characterized by a unique
PD propensity. This propensity can be used to quantitatively compare
different fibers, guide development of new fibers, and identify critical
aspects of the fiber fabrication process control. Additionally, PD time
constants were found to follow a simple power law and are proportional
to [Yb]*7±1, which suggests that ∼7 Yb* ions in close proximity may
be involved in the PD process. This very high-order dependence has
significant implications for fiber devices, yielding orders of magnitude
differences in the PD rate for dissimilar applications such as a cw
cladding pumped lasers versus a high gain amplifier. The simple
functional dependence for the PD rate on inversion may indicate a
single, well-defined mechanism for color-center formation, although
other physical processes cannot yet be ruled out.
Both the core pumping and the cladding pumping methods of
inducing inversion were simulated to find the principal strengths and
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weaknesses of both methods. The critical parameter defining the
inversion in the core pumping method was found to be the pump
wavelength, assuming pump irradiance above the saturation level of
inversion are used. This property makes the induced inversion very
repeatable, as methods to stabilize the wavelength are readily available
with for example fiber Bragg gratings. To decrease the pump power
required for inversion saturation, the pump wavelengths near 976 nm
absorption peak are preferred. The cladding pumping method was
found to have multiple critical parameters: pump power, pump
wavelength, and sample length all have significant impact to the
measured loss. Due to the above the core pumping method can be seen
to be more suitable for benchmarking measurements, and the cladding
pumping method more applicable for advanced studies of the PD
phenomenon.
The radial distribution of PD was studied in an LMA fiber. The
earlier simulation and measurement results were experimentally
confirmed, and mode crunching induced PD in a cw fiber laser cavity
was observed. The mode crunching induced PD effect may be of lesser
importance in commercial applications where the fiber is not moved
after packaging. The effect can, however, explain repeatability
problems in experimental conditions where the same fiber may be
coiled multiple times between experiments. The effect also needs to be
taken into account when designing further methods of measuring PD
from LMA fibers.
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